
Lloyd Bowmaker Commentary on Budget 2020 

● A Brexit package of €1.2 billion was announced. In the event of a no-deal the following 
measures will be deployed, 

● €220 million will be deployed immediately. 
● €650 million for agriculture, enterprise and tourism sectors to assist the regions and 

populations most affected. 
● €85 million for beef farmers and €6 million for other livestock farmers and the mushroom 

sectors. 
● €14 million for the fishing industry. 
● €5 million for the food and drinks processing industry. 
● €365 million for extra social protection expenditure benefit. 
● €45million to assist people to transition to new work. 

● Carbon tax is up €6 to €26 per tonne 
● Health spending is up €1billion to €17.4 billion. Free GP care for children under eight and 

free dental care for children under six from September. 
● €11 billion will be provided to the Department of Education in 2020. 
● Christmas bonus to all social welfare recipients in 2019. 
● €80 million for housing assistance payment. 
● 50 cent increase on a packet of 20 cigarettes from midnight 
● €1.5 billion will be transferred to the Government’s rainy day fund 
● Housing: Help-to-Buy scheme to be extended for another year 
● Childcare: Extra money for GPs, crèches and home care tax credit 
● Carbon tax: Last-minute row erupts over 2c hike to petrol 
● Pensioners will not get a €5 top-up in Budget 2020 as the focus shifts towards families 

struggling with the cost of living. 
● Finance Minister Paschal Donohoe will tomorrow reveal details of a series of measures 

aimed at reducing 'out-of-pocket expenses' for parents. 
● However, the Irish Independent has learned that many of his announcements will not come 

into effect until well after the general election. 
● Free GP care for under-eights and free dental treatment for under-sixes won't kick in until 

September 2020. 

 

How the budget will affect families: 
 
Increased subsidies for childcare are not expected until "very late next year", possibly November. 
 
The Minister is also planning an increase to the €1,500 tax credit given to couples where one parent 
stays at home to care for a child. 
 
As part of a €130m social welfare package, low-income families with teenagers who receive the 
Qualified Child Allowance will see an increase on the current rate of €37 a week. 
 
Help to buy scheme: 
 
Help to Buy scheme extended for two more years 
 



The Minister has announced an extension to the Help to Buy scheme in Budget 2020 
Finance Minister Paschal Donohoe has announced an "unprecedented level of funding" of €2.5 
billion to the Government's Housing Programme in Budget 2020. 
Noting that about 15,000 new homes have been bought or built by first time buyers under the Help 
to Buy Scheme, he said he will extend the initiative in its current form for another two years to the 
end of 2021. The scheme had been due to wind up at the end of this year. 
 
The Minister also confirmed an extension to the Living City initiative up to the end of 2022. 
 
Under measures in Budget 2020, the Minister said he was raising the rate of stamp duty on 
non-residential property by 1.5% from tonight.  
 
The Minister is allocating capital funding of over €1.1 billion to build over 11,000 new social homes 
next year with a further 12,000 units planned for 2021. 
Mr Donohoe also said he will provide an additional €80m for the Housing Assistance Payment 
scheme next year, which will support 15,750 new tenancies as well as support existing tenancies 
getting the payment. 
To help with the provision of new affordable homes, an extra €17.5m is being provided to the Land 
Development Agency, the Minster also said.  
 
€186m is also being allocated to the Serviced Site Fund and Local Infrastructure Housing Activation 
Fund in 2020.  
 
On the still too high level of homelessness, the Minister said he has allocated another €20m for 
services, which will bring total funding to €166m next year.  
 
The Minister also said that the high cost of renting remains a concern for the Government and to this 
end it has introduced 44 rent pressure zones around the country. 
 
What does Budget 2020 mean for employment and personal tax? 
 
Extension of the Special Assignee Relief Programme (SARP) and the Foreign Earnings Deduction 
(FED) to 31 December 2022 
 
Adjustment to the self-employed tax credit, from €1,350 to €1,500, bringing this credit closer to the 
PAYE employee tax credit of €1,650 
 
Increase to the home carer tax credit from €1,500 to €1,600, available to couples where one parent 
stays at home to care for a child 
 
Extend the Benefit In Kind zero rate on electric vehicles to 2022 
 
Introduce an environmental rationale for Benefit In Kind for commercial vehicles from 2023   
 
Extension to the “Help to Buy” programme, in its current format, until 2021 
 
Increase in the rate of Dividend Withholding Tax (DWT) from 20% to 25% from 1 January 2020 
 
 
Minimal personal tax changes in Budget 2020 



Budget 2020 brought very limited changes from an employment and personal tax perspective. On 
the plus side, the Minister has decided to extend the Special Assignee Relief Programme (SARP) to 31 
December 2022. However, it is disappointing that he has proceeded with the planned 0.1% Employer 
PRSI increase. 
Without doubt, the most welcome announcement on Budget day was the extension to the Special 
Assignee Relief Programme (SARP). In its current iteration, SARP was due to expire for any new 
arrivals to Ireland after 31 December 2020. The extension to this relief follows a significant 
consultation process, driven by the Department of Finance, which took place earlier this year. The 
engagement of the wider business community, and ourselves on behalf of our clients, demonstrated 
just how vital this relief is towards continued investment in the Irish economy.  
 
SARP is a crucial initiative required to help Ireland retain its attractiveness as a credible (and 
potentially alternative) location for foreign direct investment. The relief operates through reducing 
the top rate of income tax for certain highly skilled employees relocating to Ireland with their 
existing employer. In many cases such individuals are assigned to Ireland for short periods, to help 
embed new business processes or move part of a business to Ireland. Many other EU countries 
competing for foreign investment offer similar ex-pat tax regimes, for example The Netherlands. In 
our view, this relief is essential to ensure we don't lose out when investment decisions are being 
made. This is particularly relevant in the context of business units that may move from the UK to an 
alternative EU location post-Brexit.  
 
The Minister announced the extension of the relief in its present format. It is also worth noting the 
results of the consultation process included many more recommendations. These included 
continuation of SARP to 2025 to provide certainty, consideration to be given to SARP for new hires in 
certain areas of skill shortages, and the recommendation for the refinement of claimant information 
provided by companies. It remains to be seen whether any of these recommendations will appear in 
the upcoming Finance Bill, or future budgets. 
 
Income tax headline rates remain high 
Although no changes were expected, Ireland's higher rates of income tax and social security remain 
at 52%. This means that Ireland has a high headline rate of personal tax compared to many other 
locations, many of whom we are competing against in the battle for foreign direct investment. 
Adding to the high tax rates is the level of income at which individuals enter these tax rates. In 
Ireland, income tax at 40% will begin to apply from €35,300 and USC at 8% from €70,044. In the UK 
perspective, the higher rate of 45% does not kick in until income reaches Stg £150,000. 
 
The "across the board" adjustments to income tax bands and tax credits, which have formed part of 
more recent years' budgets, have not been replicated in Budget 2020. However, we did see an 
adjustment to the earned income credit, bringing this up to €1,500 which will be welcomed by the 
self-employed. This was introduced to deal with the anomaly, which currently exists between this 
credit and the employee PAYE tax credit, which remains at €1,650. 
2020 will see the third and final instalment of the phased increase to the employer PRSI rate. The 
liability has gradually increased by 0.1% since January 2018 and from 1 January 2020 will be set at 
11.05%. 
 
Dividend Withholding Tax 
The Minister announced an increase in the rate of Dividend Withholding Tax from 20% to 25%. This 
measure does not increase the underlying liability. In cases where the previous 20% withholding did 
not sufficiently cover the income tax due at the individual's marginal rates, the balance of tax 
became payable via self-assessment. If the 25% rate overstates the ultimate liability, this will result 
in a refund. The Minister also made reference to personalised rates of DWT being introduced from 1 



January 2021, leveraging the technology available to Revenue from the introduction of PAYE 
modernisation this year. The exact details of this system, and whether this will result in more 
significant administration for companies, remains to be seen. 
Other employment tax developments 
Pension auto-enrolment is due to commence in 2022 and is expected to apply to employees who are 
not currently members of an employer's private pension scheme. While this budget has not provided 
any greater clarity on exactly how this initiative will be introduced, companies should begin to plan 
for this inevitable roll-out. In particular, some businesses will need to budget for the increased cost 
of this initiative. For other companies, now may be a good time to consider how the income tax 
relief currently operates for members of private pension schemes, given the potential for this to 
change (potentially negatively) over the coming years. 
In terms of other announcements in the employment tax space, before year-end we are expecting to 
receive an update to Revenue's approach to the taxation of Short Term Business Visitors (STBVs) to 
Ireland. As part of PwC's involvement in the representations through the professional bodies around 
this issue, we are expecting revised Revenue practice to be announced shortly and before year-end. 
In particular, Revenue has flagged their intention to revert to assessing STBVs on an individual tax 
year basis, as opposed to a rolling year basis. This would be a welcome move in providing greater 
clarity and reduced administration for employers. 
Revenue had also previously signalled their intention to overhaul the tax treatment of employee 
expenses before 1 January 2020. This would be of significant importance to employers and 
employees alike.  
 

What does Budget 2020 mean for private business? 
 

● As expected, the Minister delivered a cautious budget with a no-deal Brexit to the forefront. 
In light of this, there were some targeted incremental measures for indigenous businesses. 

● The Key Employee Engagement Programme (KEEP) share options scheme for SMEs, will be 
amended to allow for part-time workers to avail of relief. Also, SMEs structured as corporate 
groups can qualify, and employee movement between group companies may be facilitated. 
This increases the regime’s flexibility, which is welcome in light of the importance of talent 
retention for growing companies.   

● I am pleased the Minister listened to the calls from stakeholders to improve tax reliefs for 
funding. From Budget day, tax relief at 40% may be claimed in the year of investment for 
Employment and Investment Incentive (“EII”) purposes. Caps applying are also increased to a 
€250k annual maximum investment, or €500k for longer-term investments subject to 
conditions. The administration of the EII by Revenue will, however, be vital in ensuring the 
impact of these changes is felt.  

● With Ireland’s stated focus on a knowledge economy, amendment of the R&D tax credit to 
allow micro and small companies to avail of the credit at 30% rather than 25%, is helpful. 
Start-ups, in particular, will be pleased that pre-trading qualifying expenditure can count in 
this regard. Promoting the role of third-level colleges in research, the cap on the amount of 
R&D expenditure that can count towards the credit is increasing to 15% from 5%. 

● Disappointingly, despite the many calls to increase the amount of consideration that may 
qualify for the CGT Entrepreneur Relief when compared to the similar regime in the UK, the 
Minister decided to undertake a further review. This continues to be a missed opportunity in 
terms of promoting the indigenous entrepreneurial sector in Ireland. 

 


